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INDUSTRY IDEAL APPLICATIONS

Cement

Automotive Welding observation

Material handling

Assembly line

Cutting observation

Metals & mining Dusty area

FEATURES

Dual-purpose spectacle

APPLICATION

Protects eyes exposed to low-level impacts

Best used for protection agains flying small fragments, etc.

Also protects against irritating mist and potentially infectious
materials (lab environment)

CLEANING PACKING

Clean it with the soft cloth 100 pieces

per cartoon

STANDARD :

294, B. B. Ganguly Street,

2nd Floor, Kolkata - 700 012

E-mail : info@udyogi.net

Website : www.udyogisafety.com

Tel. : +91 33 2225 1470/71/72

1273– Prescription Goggle Frame

LENS OPTIONS FRAME IMPACT RESISTANCE WEIGHT

Customized F 27 g.

ANSI Z87.1, EN 166, CE

COMPONENT MATERIAL ADVANTAGE

Transparent nylon

Polycarbonate

Transparent nylon

Stainless steel

TPE

Polycarbonate

Dual lens frame

Removable side shield for side protection

Spatula style

Integral to frame 

Co-injected with temple tip for comfortable wearing

Standard hinge screw

Iron & steel

Power & utilities

STORAGE

Do not store in direct / high heat or sunlight as this may distort

the colour

Can be stored in the dark for up to 2years

Can be stored and transported in their original cartons at ambient

temperature (0° C to +30° C)

SPECIAL FEATURES

LIGHT WEIGHT CHEMICAL SPLASH

PROTECTION

LOW IMPACT

RESISTANT

Transparent nylon & dual lens frame with polycarbonate / TPE temple

Easily removable side shield provides additional side protection

Eye protector is suitable for both plano lens and prescription lens

Padded, non-slip temple for snug fitting

Modern stylish, incredibly light, resilient, durable protective eyewear
for all day wear modern stylish, incredibly light, resilient,
durable protective eyewear for all day wear

Suitable for different work environment & for both men and women

Comfortable and flexible for all head shapes without stress
for long time wear

Frame provides perfect impact & splash protection

Universal fit soft nose bridge conforms to facial contours
to ensure a comfortable fit

Frame

Nose piece

Side shield

Temple

Temple tip

Screw


